
Larato Improves Marketing Effectiveness 
with PowerMaiiChimp's Integrated Email 

Marketing Capabilities 

Organization 
Larato, established in 2005, is a UK-based cloud communications consulting company 

helping buyers and sellers of next generation Information Communications Technology 

(ICT) to accelerate their commercial growth by creatively exploiting these converging 

technologies. 

Challenge 
As the company continued to grow and expand, so did their need to better manage their 

expanding sales and marketing efforts. Although the company was using Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM Online with a third-party email marketing platform, they really lacked the 

direct CRM integration between the two solutions that they needed. "Without the direct 

integration with CRM, our commercial teams were grappling with wieldy campaigns and 

struggled to track vital data needed to market efficiently," said Lucy Green, Managing 

Director at Larato. 

Larato needed a new cloud-based email marketing solution directly integrated into CRM 

that would provide : 

• Built-in email marketing capability in Microsoft Dynamics CRM that makes creating, 

sending and tracking quick and easy 

• Ability to create and send bulk emails right from CRM using existing Dynamics CRM 

accounts, contacts and leads 

• Rich HTML email templates that support multiple devices 

• Direct data tracking in CRM so that the campaign results are visible and actionable 

• The ability to trigger follow-up activities in CRM from email interactions 

Solution 
After evaluating several email marketing solutions, the team chose PowerMaiiChimp from 

PowerObjects . PowerMaiiChimp integrates the robust email template functionality of 

MaiiChimp with the customer relationship management power of Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM . "The PowerMaiiChimp tool provided the built-in email marketing functionality we 

needed and knowing that the Dynamics CRM integration to MaiiChimp was developed by 

the CRM experts at PowerObjects, we knew it was the right solution for us," Green said. 

"And being able to download the solution and try it for free right in our CRM for 30-days 

also was a big bonus." 

PowerMaiiChimp is just one of many add-on PowerPack tools that PowerObjects 

developed for Microsoft Dynamics CRM . The PowerPack tools are designed to help 

enhance the capabilities of Microsoft Dynamics CRM, while providing even greater 

functionality and efficiency. Developed based on the needs and feedback from 

PowerObjects customers, the PowerPack tools are not just simple customizations for sales 

http://www.larato.co.uk/
http://www.powerobjects.com/add-on-subscriptions/powerpack/powermailchimp/
http://www.powerobjects.com/
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